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Abstract

We use density functional theory to explore the stable adsorption geometries of the liquid crystal

molecule 5CB on a graphene sheet. First, we calculate the dependence of the polarizability of 5CB

on its geometry. Our results breakdown the contributions of the cyano, biphenyl, and alkyl groups

to the optical properties of 5CB, confirming the biphenyl group as the most influential. Second,

we quantify possible adsorption structures of 5CB on graphene. We find that 5CB can stably

adsorb with its biphenyl group oriented intermediate to the armchair and zigzag crystallographic

directions, in addition to adsorbing with the biphenyl oriented along those directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Kim et al. proposed a fast and simple method for the direct visualization of

graphene domains[1]. A liquid crystal (LC) is adsorbed on the graphene surface, and the

birefringence of the system is used to determine the orientations of the domains. Beyond

characterizing domains[1, 2], the method has also been used to identify defects[3, 4], edge

types and chirality[5], and examine other two-dimensional materials[6, 7].

Despite the method relying on the correspondence between the orientation of the LC

molecules and the graphene lattice, a detailed study of the adsorption of a LC molecule

on graphene appears to be lacking. Adsorption on graphene in general is a topic that has

attracted a substantial amount of attention[8–10]. Much of this work has been concerned

with either the functionalization of graphene to control its properties[11] or exploring the

potential of graphene as a sensor[12, 13]. In contrast, the work on LC adsorption on graphene

has been concerned with either using the LC to enable characterization of the graphene[1–7]

or using graphene to potentially enhance the properties of the LC[14–18]. In both cases, one

of the key properties is the set of possible orientations of the LC on the graphene surface.

Surfaces are known to induce ordering in liquid crystals[19], and pioneering scanning

tunneling microscopy studies observed several molecular patterns of LC on graphite[20–22].

Using graphene synthesized by chemical vapor deposition on copper foil and the LC 5CB

(4’-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl), Yu et al. observed LC orientations separated by 30◦[2]. Given

the crystal structure of graphene, this separation is easy to account for by adsorption of

the LC molecules along the crystallographic directions. In a subsequent study, Shehzad et

al. observed LC orientations separated by only 15◦[6] for 5CB on graphene exfoliated from

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and transferred to glass. This smaller separation is not

as easily accounted for but is crucial to understand.

Herein we have utilized density functional theory (DFT) calculations to characterize the

adsorption of the nematic LC molecule 5CB on graphene. As surfaces have been observed

to induce ordering in LC, we focus on sub-monolayer coverage in the present study in

order to understand the details of the interaction between the LC molecule and graphene.

Our exploration of the adsorption landscape and properties of 5CB offer an explanation of

the observed LC orientations. After describing the computational tools we used to probe

the interactions between 5CB and graphene, we present the characterization of 5CB itself,
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followed by the results for the adsorption of 5CB on graphene.

II. METHODS

Adsorption of 5CB on graphene was simulated using version 5.4 of Quantum ESPRESSO [23]

with the vdW-DFT exchange-correlation functional [24–27]. The vdW-DFT functional

was used as it was previously found to give the best results for aromatic adsorption on

graphene[28]. We used ultrasoft pseudopotentials[29–31] generated from PSlibrary version

1.0.0[32] along with 46 and 326 Ry cutoffs for the wave functions and charge density, re-

spectively. Our simulation cell consisted of 9x9 primitive cells of graphene and a single

5CB molecule. For our hexagonal simulation cell, a = 22.14 Å and c = 20.00 Å. The

polarizability and potential energy scans of the 5CB molecule were calculated using version

6.8 of NWChem[33] with the PBE0 functional[34] and the Def2-SVP basis set[35]. The

polarizability calculations were done at a excitation wavelength of 589 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 1. LC molecule 5CB oriented in the principal axis frame of the polarizability. The angle

between the major axis of the polarizability α1 and the long axis of 5CB (blue line) is 4.05◦. The

principal components of the polarizability are shown in the bottom left in units of Å3. The dihedral

angle between the alkyl tail and phenyl ring is indicated by φt. The dihedral angle between the

phenyl rings is indicated by φp.
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A. 5CB

We begin by characterizing the 5CB molecule itself. Figure 1 shows the optimized ge-

ometry of an isolated 5CB. The dihedral angle between the alkyl tail and the neighboring

phenyl ring is φt = 89.0◦, while dihedral angle between the phenyl rings is φp = 36.4◦. In its

crystal structure, 5CB was found to have φt = 90.5± 0.3◦ and φp = 26.3± 0.3◦[36]. There is

less consensus on the biphenyl dihedral angle in the LC phase, with reported values ranging

from 30± 2◦ to 38.4± 0.1◦[37–40].

As the molecular polarizability can be related to the refractive indices[41–43], we also

calculated the polarizability of 5CB at 589 nm and then aligned the molecule in the polar-

izability’s principal axis frame (Fig. 1). The calculated isotropic polarizability 〈α〉 of 34 Å3

is in good agreement with the value of 33 Å3 determined from experiment[42]. As can be

seen in Fig. 1, the long axis of the molecule is nearly aligned with the major axis of the

polarizability α1. Specifically, the long axis of the molecule makes an angle of 4.05◦ with

the major axis of the polarizability, where we have represented the long axis of 5CB as the

unit vector pointing from the cyano carbon atom to the cyano nitrogen atom.
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FIG. 2. Calculated potential energy and isotropic polarizability as a function of the dihedral angle

between the alkyl tail and neighboring phenyl ring. The energy is given relative to the optimized

ground state energy.

To gain further insight into the source of the polarizability, we calculated the isotropic

polarizability for 4-pentylbiphenyl and 4-cyanobiphenyl, i.e. removing the cyano group and

removing the alkyl tail, respectively. Removing the alkyl tail lowers the isotropic polar-

izability to 24 Å3 from 34 Å3. On the other hand, removing the cyano group lowers the

polarizability to 30 Å3. Combined, these results indicate that the alkyl tail contributes
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FIG. 3. Calculated potential energy and isotropic polarizability as a function of the dihedral angle

between the phenyl rings. The energy is given relative to the optimized ground state energy.

29%, the biphenyl contributes 59%, and the cyano group contributes 12% to the polariz-

ability. The small contribution of the cyano group is due to its small volume and higher

electronegativity inhibiting the response of its electrons to the perturbing field.

Turning to the question of how the geometry of 5CB influences its optical properties, we

calculated the isotropic polarizability of 5CB as a function of the two dihedral angles. Shown

in Figs. 2 and 3 are the isotropic polarizability and potential energy as functions of φt and

φp, respectively. There is reasonable freedom in the orientation of the alkyl tail with respect

to the biphenyl group as the barrier to rotation is comparable to thermal energy (kBT = 26

meV, at 298 K). At the same time, φp has a more limited range as the associated barriers are

much larger. Of course, these are the barriers for a gas-phase molecule, the corresponding

barriers in the LC phase are likely to be larger due to intermolecular interactions and steric

hinderance.

φt = 90˚

φt = 180˚

FIG. 4. Highest occupied molecular orbitals when the alkyl tail is oriented 90◦ and 180◦ relative

to the neighboring phenyl ring. The two colors represent the phases of the orbitals.
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φp = 90˚

φp = 180˚

FIG. 5. Highest occupied molecular orbitals when the biphenyl dihedral is 90◦ and 180◦. The two

colors represent the phases of the orbitals.

Comparing the calculated isotropic polarizability as a function of φt and φp, it is clear that

the relative orientation of the phenyl rings would be expected to have a much larger effect

on the optical properties than would the orientation of the alkyl tail relative to the biphenyl

group. This behavior can be understood by looking at the highest occupied molecular

orbitals (HOMOs) for different configurations. Figure 4 shows the HOMO for when φt = 90◦

and φt = 180◦. The electron density is delocalized across the biphenyl and cyano groups for

both tail orientations, with the classic π-bonding seen for the aromatic rings. This contrasts

with the HOMO for when φp = 90◦ and φp = 180◦ as shown in Fig. 5. Here there is

good delocalization when the rings are planar, but when the rings are perpendicular to each

other, the electron density becomes localized on just one of the rings. This localization will

constrain the response of those electrons to an electric field, resulting in a lower polarizability.

B. 5CB on Graphene

Our study of the polarizability of 5CB makes clear that different orientations of 5CB

on graphene must correspond to different orientations of the biphenyl, in contrast to the

previous suggestion that the additional orientations could be attributed to the position of the

alkyl tail relative to the biphenyl[6]. Given that various moiré patterns have been observed

with bilayer graphene and with graphite[44–49], it is reasonable to assume that there could be

stable adsorption geometries of 5CB beyond those lying along the crystallographic directions.

Indeed this is precisely what we found; there exists an additional stable adsorption geometry
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that lies in between the expected armchair and zigzag orientations.

Armchair Intermediate Zigzag

FIG. 6. Lowest-energy structures for each adsorption orientation. The graphene sheets have been

rendered as wireframes for clarity. The thick, black arrow represents the armchair direction of

graphene, while the thinner, red arrow indicates the average orientations. The angles θ between

these lines are given in Table I.

Figure 6 shows the lowest-energy structures that we found for each orientation. In ad-

dition to these structures, we identified 9 other adsorption geometries for each orientation.

All 30 structures appear to be thermally accessible as they are within ∼ 40 meV of each

other[50]. In particular, we point out that adsorption along the armchair direction gives

the familiar AB or Bernal stacking of the aromatic rings, and while this stacking pattern is

stable, the current level of theory gives the structure in Fig. 6 as lower in energy by ∼ 4

meV.

For characterizing the adsorption orientations, we have averaged over the 10 structures

found for each orientation, with each structure weighted by its Boltzmann relative probability

pi =
e−εi/kBT

∑M
j=1 e

−εj/kBT
(1)

where εi is the electronic energy of the i-th structure, T is taken as 298.15 K, and M is

the total number of structures. We have assumed that entropic factors for each adsorption

geometry would be similar and therefore can be left out. Additionally, we have assumed

that each structure would have a similar excitation spectrum, and therefore considering only

the lowest energy electronic configuration is sufficient for relative populations.

In Table I we have collected some relevant descriptors of the three orientations. Because

all of the calculated structures are similar in energy, Boltzmann statistics predicts that all

would be significantly populated. Though we are simulating sub-monolayer coverage, the
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relatively even distribution of populations is consistent with recent experimental observa-

tions performed with a bulk LC layer[6]. The single most stable adsorption orientation was

found along the armchair direction; although, there were adsorption structures for the other

orientations very close in energy to the lowest energy one, thereby keeping us from making a

definitive statement concerning the lowest energy orientation[50]. On average there is almost

no difference in binding energy amongst the three orientations as seen in Table I.

As in Fig 1, we quantified the orientation of 5CB by taking the unit vector pointing

from the cyano carbon atom to the cyano nitrogen atom as the molecule’s long axis. The

angle θ between this axis and the armchair direction of graphene determines the molecular

orientation on the surface. As can be seen in Table I, the average separation between

orientations is 15.16±1.59◦, which is in good agreement with the 15±1◦ separations between

director orientations seen experimentally[6]. We note that while we concluded that the

position of the alkyl tail alone was insufficient to account for the additional orientations

that were observed experimentally, here we did find that the position of the alkyl tail can

have a small impact on individual adsorption orientations[50]. When these small deviations

among the individual structures are averaged together, the experimental trend is recovered.

TABLE I. Summary of adsorption parameters. The relative populations are based on Boltzmann

statistics and the total electronic energies. The binding energies have been calculated according

to EB = E5CB::G − E5CB − EG. Orientation refers to the angle that the cyano group of 5CB

makes with the armchair direction of the graphene surface. This was calculated by an orthogonal

projection of the carbon-nitrogen bond vector into the xy plane. The distance of 5CB from the

surface is averaged over all atoms of the 5CB molecule

Armchair Intermediate Zigzag

Relative population 0.348 0.325 0.326

Binding energy -1.472 eV -1.475 eV -1.472 eV

Orientation (θ) 1.52◦ 15.55◦ 31.83◦

Distance from surface 3.68 Å 3.67 Å 3.73 Å

Biphenyl dihedral (φp) 13.45◦ 12.17◦ 22.78◦

The distance between 5CB and graphene is approximately two times the van der Waals

radius of carbon[51], which is consistent with the adsorption being due to van der Waals
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Armchair Intermediate
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Displacement [Å]

Zigzag

FIG. 7. Out-of-plane displacement for the carbon atoms of graphene. The heavy atoms of the

adsorbed 5CB molecule are indicated by the white circles.

forces. When adsorbed along the zigzag direction, 5CB sits slightly further away on average

and its phenyl rings have a slightly larger dihedral angle. In all cases though, φp is smaller

than for the isolated molecule. Given the dependence of the polarizability on φp (Fig. 3),

this could indicate that graphene has the potential to increase the optical properties of the

LC. Of course, there would have to be a long coherence length for the LC such that the

changes in molecular geometry induced by the surface are propagated up into the bulk LC

phase.

For each orientation, we found that adsorption of 5CB results in significant distortion

of the graphene sheet. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. While the carbon atoms of graphene

move very little within the plane from their pristine locations, the displacement out-of-plane

is substantial. For all adsorption structures, the carbon atoms below 5CB move up to 0.6

Å below the original plane of graphene while the other carbon atoms move up to 0.6 Å

above the original plane. It is unclear whether the deformation of graphene would have any

observable impact on the properties of the system or whether the deformation would persist

in the presence of a substrate or a bulk layer of LC.

To test whether our results depend sensitively on the deformation of graphene, which

presumably could be restricted if the graphene were over a substrate rather than in free

space, we re-optimized 5 structures for each orientation with the graphene atoms constrained

to remain in the original plane. Note, the graphene carbon atoms were free to move within

the plane. Table II presents the descriptors for these constrained calculations. While there

are small changes to the relative populations, binding energies, and geometric parameters,

the overall picture remains the same. Note, that the relative orientations do not appear
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to agree as well with experiment for the constrained graphene sheet, but that is because

this subset of structures only sampled one tail position for each orientation. Including the

complementary tail positions for each structure would result in the average orientations

aligning better with the experimental results.

TABLE II. Summary of adsorption parameters for constrained graphene. The relative populations

are based on Boltzmann statistics and the total electronic energies. The binding energies have been

calculated according to EB = E5CB::G−E5CB−EG. Orientation refers to the angle that the cyano

group of 5CB makes with the armchair direction of the graphene surface. This was calculated by

an orthogonal projection of the carbon-nitrogen bond vector into the xy plane. The distance of

5CB from the surface is averaged over all atoms of the 5CB molecule

Armchair Intermediate Zigzag

Relative population 0.415 0.327 0.399

Binding energy -1.375 eV -1.367 eV -1.375 eV

Orientation (θ) 2.96◦ 11.70◦ 29.13◦

Distance from surface 3.67 Å 3.66 Å 3.73 Å

Biphenyl dihedral (φp) 14.78◦ 11.09◦ 24.26◦

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We showed that in addition to the expected adsorption of 5CB along the armchair and

zigzag directions of graphene, there exists an additional, stable adsorption orientation in-

termediate to these two. It is this intermediate adsorption structure that seems likely as

the origin of the additional orientations observed previously[6]; although, extrapolation from

sub-monolayer coverage to bulk LC is not necessarily straightforward and will be investigated

further in the future. For a single molecule adsorbing on graphene, we found a multitude

of low energy structures, though all falling into one of the three orientation categories. In

addition, we have demonstrated that, as expected, the unique optical properties of 5CB

are mostly due to the biphenyl group. Furthermore, we detailed how the polarizability of

5CB depends on the geometric parameters of the molecule. Future studies will examine

how the findings presented here are modulated by intermolecular interactions between 5CB
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molecules.
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